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01. Talent
At Sievo, the people are our
solution as we enable the
brightest, most engaged and
committed team to push the
boundaries of procurement
analytics and value creation.
We started out in 2005 as a
two guys’ mad idea to shake up
the field of purchase analytics.
Our success lied in grasping at
leads and adaptability, without
sticking to any single way of
doing.
Sievo stands for the
commitment to our customers,
caring for our people, and the
hunger to exceed. We offer the
best, and can only exceed with
the best. As an employer, we
want to be the highest ladder
to reach for the stars. Our
people bring their vision and
their guts.
With Sievo, you become part
of the winning team. For our
partners, we offer new insights
to the flow of goods and cash.
We combine procurement
expertise with the best
software-as-service solution on
the market.

02. Customers
Sievo now stands as an
established actor in our current
market, and a recognized
partner to Fortune 500
companies. Our mission is to
help our customers get the
most out their data to make
better procurement decisions.
The original founders still
actively work in the company
as the sole owners. We are
financially self-sufficient but
still growing steadily. We
realize millions of dollars
in cost savings every year,
serving global clients across
all functions and industries
with exceptionally high user
satisfaction rates.
Our clients span a range of
industries including Consumer
Goods, Retail, Energy &
Utilities, Manufacturing,
Technology, Medical, Industrial,
Transportation, Construction, IT
& Telecommunications.

03. At a Glance
Sievo helps
Turn procurement data into $
by providing the
leading procurement analytics solution
combining
software, services & content.

04. Solutions

Spend
Analysis

Spend
Forecasting

Turn your heterogeneous
source data into tangible
opportunities with the leading
enterprise spend analysis
solution.

Predict and improve future
profitability with the only
spend forecasting solution
linked to real spend and
purchase price data

Savings
Lifecycle

Contract
Management

Translate spend data into
savings opportunities, execute
savings projects and track
savings contribution to the
bottom line.

Get more value out of your
contract lifecycle by combining
spend data with the most
intuitive contract management
solution.

05. Under the Hood
With its trusted and
ready-made plug and
play templates, the
Sievo Data Extractor
Tool does the heavy
lifting. With massive
amounts of data on
hand, the best chance
of success is to work
with the company
who does not only
have the technical
expertise, but has also
perfected this process.
Our systems have the
ability to deal with all
kinds of idiosyncrasies
and challenges that
make for extraordinarily
dirty data, outdated
and messy sources of
information.
Sievo’s collaborative classification
engine is one of the most distinct
spend classification platforms
in the market today. Not only
does it break down spend into
categories and sub-categories,
the classification can also be
assigned to customer category
experts. This results in expert
system implementation where
the knowledge of the expert is
capitalized in ensuring deeper
level classification within a
category or sub-category and
resulting to higher level of
accuracy.

06. Why Sievo
Sievo is a global leader in Procurement Analytics developing software and
solutions to help businesses create more value out of their procurement data.

Kellogg’s Case Study
Spend Forecasting

MTN Case Study
Spend Analysis

Carlsberg Case Study
Savings Lifecycle

ISS Case Study
Contract Management

See case studies

07. Values

Honesty

Exceed

We are honest to ourselves,
honest to each other and
honest to our customers. We
communicate openly and
proactively, recognize our
current limits and build trust
around us.

We aim at exceeding our own
limits and the expectations of
others and our customers. We
innovate, work with passion
and agility and embrace
continuous learning.

Caring
We care about what we do, we
care about each other and we
care about our customers. We
take responsibility, offer help,
share knowledge, listen actively
and provide constructive
feedback to each other and our
customers.

08. About Sievo
Sievo is a leading procurement analytics SaaS-based solution company that
provides spend visibility, but also goes way beyond that. We help our clients
identify opportunities, translate these opportunities into projects, embed
created value into budgets and ensure that savings truly hit the bottom line. We
speak the language of procurement and also translate numbers into the financial
view.
Our solution is used by thousands of users in best-in-class procurement
organizations, such as Deutsche Telekom, ISS and Kellogg’s. With our clients, we
don’t stop at backward-looking reporting but deliver more by creating forwardlooking forecasts and comprehensive analytics. We combine internal information
with external data sources. With Sievo, human input and machine learning
technologies are integrated together. In short, we translate procurement data
into dollars.
Since our founding in 2003, we have experienced rapid, profitable and selffinanced growth. Currently we employ more than 100 professionals and have
offices in Europe and US.
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